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Abstract

Text enrichment, the task of augmenting textual content by incorporating supplementary information to
bridge knowledge gaps and enhance reader engagement, is a critical aspect of information retrieval. This
study focuses on leveraging question answering datasets, such as Natural Questions and SQuAD, which
contain human-validated content from diverse domains as valuable knowledge sources. While QA datasets
hold promise for addressing informational needs, existing approaches, like employing dense retrieval for text
enrichment, often result in QA pairs that may lack relevance, diversity, or inherent interest. To address these
challenges, our paper proposes a novel graph-based method for text enrichment using QA pairs. We construct
an entity co-occurrence graph derived from QA datasets and derive context-QA-specific subgraphs. Through
rule-based path analysis, we develop an interpretable scoring system to assess the relevance and engagement
value of each QA pair. By intelligently re-ranking QA pairs with our scoring system, our method delivers
enriched text that fills knowledge gaps and captivates readers, thus improving the overall reading experience.
This framework is not only effective in text enrichment tasks, but it also offers advantages for personalization
and personal data management.

1 Introduction

As readers navigate vast expanses of textual content, they often come across areas where gaps in their knowledge
surface or where they develop a curiosity about related topics. Question and Answer (QA) datasets, with their
reservoir of knowledge, have the potential not only to bridge these knowledge gaps but also to enrich the text with
related information that readers may find intriguing. Let’s consider the novel "Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone" for an example. As shown in Fig18 (left), the novel contains various entities. An ideal set of QA pairs for
this novel should explore these entities, ensuring that the questions and answers remain intimately connected to
the novel’s context. What’s more, an ideal QA pair should delve deeper than surface-level details. A superficial
question such as “Who is the main character in this book?" with the answer “Harry Potter" might emerge. This
type of QA pairs effectively evaluates a QA model’s comprehension of the book, but for a reader, the provided
information, though accurate, might seem superficial, even if they are not deeply familiar with the story.

To effectively leverage QA pairs in augmenting textual content, the work QALink[23] first addressed and
formulated the task of text enrichment. It designed a novel system to enhance the reading experience of text
documents by automatically integrating relevant QA content from sites like Quora and StackExchange. This
system aims to provide readers with supplementary information that aids in understanding and deepening their
knowledge of the document’s content.

In the development of QALink, a neural network was trained to identify and retrieve relevant QA pairs, a task
that has seen significant advancements with the advent of dense retrievers. These modern models are particularly
adept at this retrieval task. However, applying dense retrievers directly for text enrichment can sometimes lead to
a superficial engagement with the material. This is because they often highlight the most frequently mentioned
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entities, while overlooking the plethora of subtler details that are crucial for a thorough understanding of the text.
For example, as shown in the right panel of Fig.18, the introductory paragraph of the Harry Potter Wiki mentions
numerous entities. Yet, a RoBERTa model trained on the Natural Questions dataset tends to focus the top 100 QA
pairs predominantly around the most prominent entity, ‘Harry Potter’, at the expense of less prominent ones.

When attempting to leverage a dense retrieval framework [12] directly for text enrichment, three challenges
arise:

1. Lack of Diversity Dense retrievers have a tendency to favor QA pairs concerning prevalent entities,
resulting in a repetitive and predictable selection that overlooks the richness of less common entities and
diminishes the breadth of exploration for the reader

2. Lack of Interestingness The content surfaced by dense retrievers, while contextually accurate, often lacks
the depth and engagement necessary to satisfy readers’ curiosity or add meaningful insights to the text. In
short, they are not interesting.

3. Irrelevant QA pairs Despite their technical proficiency, dense retrievers occasionally present QA pairs
that are not closely related to the text. These pairs, while possibly relevant in a broader context, fail to
align with the specific themes, characters, or events in the narrative, leading to a disjointed enrichment
experience for the reader.

Figure 18: Comparison of the most frequently occurring named entities extracted. (Left) Entities derived from
the introductory paragraph of the Harry Potter wiki page; (Right) Entities extracted from the top 100 QA pairs
retrieved by querying the Harry Potter wiki content.

Our work confronts the challenge of enhancing text with QA datasets through a unique method. We construct
an extensive entity co-occurrence graph from QA datasets, crucial for our text enrichment technique. We map
entities from the text and corresponding QA pairs onto this graph to identify relevant subgraphs. Through rule-
based path analysis, influenced by the psychological principles of novelty and complexity, we not only develop
an interpretable scoring system but also unveil the nuanced connections between context and QA pairs. This
approach enriches the text in a nuanced and engaging manner. By refining QA pair selection, our method ensures
relevance and diversity while captivating the reader’s interest at the same time. This advancement goes beyond
traditional models, applying psychological theories of content interestingness in a practical, algorithmic way.
Our framework stands out as a system that intertwines psychological concepts with computational applications,
enhancing the reading experience by making it more engaging and informative. What’s more, we have also
discussed how our framework can be used in personal data management and personalization in Sec.4.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• Modeling Interestingness Through Psychology Principles: We propose a model that assesses interest-
ingness by considering both novelty and complexity, drawing inspiration from psychological research. This
approach aims to provide a more nuanced understanding of what makes content engaging.
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• Entity Subgraphs for Context and QA Pair Representation: Our method utilizes entity subgraphs as a
simple yet effective way to represent context and question-answer pairs. We then employ path analysis
to evaluate the interestingness of these contexts and QA pairs, offering an interpretable and efficient
mechanism for analysis.

• Optimization for Enhanced Contextual Coverage in QA Pairs: We’ve formulated an optimization
problem aimed at maximizing the coverage of context entities in the QA pairs retrieved and proposed a
near-optimal solution that is both practical and efficient. This serves as a re-ranking strategy post-dense
retrieval. This approach specifically addresses the challenge of forming robust representations for frequent
entities, while also enhancing the distinction of less common ones in text enrichment tasks.

2 Related Work

Interestingness The concept of ‘interestingness’ in computer science encompasses various captivating objects
termed as ‘Fun Facts’, ‘Semantic Novelty’, ‘Trivia’, and ‘Unusual Aspects’, with many studies highlighting
rarity as a key element [7, 16, 17, 25]. However, rarity alone doesn’t always equate to interestingness, as some
rare objects may simply be unpopular. This notion leads to the broader question of what additional factors
make an object interesting. Psychological research offers insights into this, linking interestingness with curiosity,
exploration, and information seeking [3, 8, 9, 14, 19, 24]. Current research in computer science, drawing from
these psychological models, focuses on novelty and complexity as quantifiable attributes of interestingness
[1, 2, 22]. Recognizing this, our study emphasizes complexity alongside rarity in understanding and quantifying
interestingness for text enrichment tasks, aiming to enrich textual content with elements that are not just rare but
also genuinely engaging and thought-provoking.

Related Text Retrieval This series of research works involves finding relevant information or text passages
based on a given query or input text. The variation of it that most related to our work is dense passage retrieval,
the goal is to retrieve relevant documents or passages using dense vector representations of the texts. As proposed
by [6], and the encoding of candidate answer phrases as vectors for efficient retrieval, as in [21], exemplify the
precision and efficiency of dense retrieval. These methods ensure contextually aligned and content-rich text
enrichment. Additionally, dense retrieval is adaptable in scenarios lacking direct answers, such as retrieving
supporting documents from sources like Wikipedia before answer extraction, as suggested by [4]. In situations
without gold standard answers, techniques like global normalization over potential answer spans, as per [5], are
invaluable for covering a wide range of possible answers, thereby enhancing the informational breadth of the text.
However, the direct application of dense retrievers in text enrichment can lead to a superficial engagement with
the content. This occurs because these retrievers tend to focus on the most commonly mentioned entities, thereby
overlooking many finer details crucial for a comprehensive understanding of the text. This inclination towards
prominent entities over subtler details, as noted in [20], highlights a significant challenge in employing dense
retrievers for nuanced text analysis.

Question and Answer Datasets The evolution of the question-answering (QA) domain has been signifi-
cantly influenced by the development of datasets like SQuAD[18], Natural Questions[11], TriviaQA[10], and
NarrativeQA[13]. Initially created as benchmarks for QA systems’ reading comprehension, these datasets have
become much more than assessment tools. They are now vast repositories of verified knowledge across diverse
topics and formats, making them ideal for applications such as text enrichment. In text enrichment, the goal is
to deepen the informational and contextual quality of textual content. The varied and real-world questions and
answers in these QA datasets offer a unique resource for embedding detailed contextual and factual information
into texts, enhancing their informativeness and engagement for users. This re-purposing of QA datasets for
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Figure 19: Framework Overview

text enrichment not only extends their use beyond traditional QA but also opens new paths in natural language
processing and information retrieval, enhancing the quality and richness of textual content across various domains.

3 Methodology

3.1 Overview

Our framework operates as follows. Initially, we apply Named Entity Recognition (NER) to both a set of contexts
(documents) and a set of QA pairs. From the contexts, we extract entities to build an entity co-occurrence
graph, linking entities that appear within three sentences of each other. For any given context, we use its entities
to identify a corresponding subgraph in this co-occurrence graph. The same process applies to a list of QA
candidates. We then merge the subgraphs of each context and its respective QA pair into a unified subgraph. A
path analysis is conducted on this united subgraph, using specially designed path patterns that assess novelty
and relatedness, yielding an interpretable score. This score is used to re-rank the QA candidates. Additionally,
to ensure the diversity of selected QAs, we optimize the QA candidates to maximize the coverage of linked
context entities in the QA pairs, with each entity weighted according to its score from the path analysis step. This
methodological approach facilitates a nuanced selection of QA pairs that are not only relevant but also diverse,
enhancing the overall quality and informativeness of the enriched text. As shown in Fig.19.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Building upon the advancements in dense retrieval, our work introduces a nuanced problem formulation that
explicitly captures both the ‘interestingness’ and ‘relatedness’ of QA pairs in relation to a given context. This
dual consideration aims to enrich the textual landscape with engaging and pertinent information that transcends
mere relevance, bringing to light the subtler aspects of human-like engagement and curiosity-driven exploration.

Our proposed problem formulation extends beyond the traditional objective of maximizing relevance. It
introduces a composite measure that encompasses both the relatedness of QA pairs to the given context C and
the intrinsic interestingness of the questions qi and answers ai in the dataset D. The function � : X ! Rd

remains central in embedding textual content into a d-dimensional vector space, while the similarity function
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sim : Rd ⇥ Rd ! R is now complemented by an interestingness function int : Q⇥A! R, which assesses the
compelling nature of QA pairs. The combined optimization problem is then:

max
�,int

kX

i=1

(sim(�(C),�(qi, ai)), int(C, qi, ai)) (1)

In defining the interestingness of a question-answer pair within a given context, we draw upon two fundamental
psychological constructs: novelty and complexity. Novelty (novelty) reflects the degree to which information is
new or surprising to a user, while complexity (complexity) represents the intricacy and depth of the information
presented.

Our interestingness function, denoted conceptually as Interestingness(C, (qi, ai)), thus incorporates both
novelty and complexity. This conceptual function is not directly quantifiable but serves as a theoretical framework
guiding the development of our computational model:

int(C, qi, ai) / Novelty(C, qi, ai)� Complexity(C, qi, ai) (2)

Here, � denotes a conceptual combination of novelty and complexity, the specifics of which will be opera-
tionalized in the subsequent computational model. This formulation underscores the importance of both elements
in constituting what makes a question-answer pair engaging to the user.

3.3 Proposed Methods

3.3.1 QA-pairs Retrieval

Drawing inspiration from the remarkable success of dense retrievers in passage retrieval tasks, as highlighted
in [4], we have adopted this framework to retrieve relevant question-and-answer (QA) pairs for a given context.
Specifically, we employ the RoBERTa-base model, which has been fine-tuned on the Natural Questions dataset
using a contrastive learning approach. In this approach, positive and negative examples are constructed with a
focus on the relationship between context and QA pairs. For a batch size of N , positive examples are N pairs such
as (C1, q1, a1), (C2, q2, a2), . . . , (CN , qN , aN ), where each Ci represents a context and qi, ai its corresponding
question and answer. Negative examples are generated by mismatching the contexts and QAs, pairing different
Ci with qj , aj where i 6= j. The loss function is NT-Xtent as Eq.3, where ⌧ is the temperature parameter that
helps to control the scale of the similarity scores. This method enhances the model’s ability to discern relevant
and informative QA pairs in relation to a given context, leveraging the strengths of the RoBERTa model and the
comprehensive nature of the Natural Questions dataset.

L = � log
exp(sim(Ci, qi, ai)/⌧)P2N

k=1 1[k 6=i] exp(sim(Ci, qk, ak))/⌧)
, (3)

3.3.2 Co-occurance Entity Graph Construction

To assess the novelty and complexity of contexts and QA pairs, our approach begins with the construction of a
co-occurrence entity graph that takes the contexts (documents) from a given QA dataset as input. This process
starts by dividing a given context into individual sentences. Within each sentence, Named Entity Recognition
(NER) is employed to identify entities that will form the nodes of the graph. Edges between these nodes are
then established based on their proximity within the text, adhering to a predefined sentence boundary threshold.
Specifically, a link is created between two nodes if the sentences containing their respective entities are within a
certain number of sentences from each other, as determined by our threshold.

Let C be the input context, C = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} where Si represents a sentence in the context. We define V
as the set of entities extracted through NER, V = {e1, e2, . . . , em}, and G = (V, L) as the resulting graph where
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V is the set of nodes corresponding to entities in E, and L is the set of links between nodes. pos(v) denotes the
sentence position of the entity corresponding to node v, and ✓ is the sentence boundary threshold. The adjacency
relationship A between nodes vi and vj is defined as follows:

A(vi, vj) =

(
1, if |pos(vi)� pos(vj)|  ✓,

0, otherwise.
(4)

In this way, we construct the co-occurrence entity graph to facilitate the extraction of subgraph representations
for both context and QA pairs, enabling their further utilization.

3.3.3 Subgraph Representation for Context and QA pair

Given the co-occurrence entity graph G, we further define the subgraph representations for context C and QA
pairs (qi, ai) as part of our retrieval framework. In this approach, G is the complete co-occurrence entity graph
constructed from the entire text corpus. For a given context C, the subgraph Gsub(C) is a subset of G that
represents the context. Similarly, Gsub(qi, ai) denotes the subgraph for a QA pair, consisting of a question qi and
an answer ai, which is also a subset of G. These subgraphs are constructed by identifying sets of entities EC and
Eqi,ai from the context and the QA pairs respectively, using Named Entity Recognition (NER).

Gsub(C) = G(EC , {(vi, vj) | A(vi, vj) = 1, vi, vj 2 EC , i 6= j}), (5)
Gsub(qi, ai) = G(Eqi,ai , {(vi, vj) | A(vi, vj) = 1, vi, vj 2 Eqi,ai , i 6= j}) (6)

With the individual subgraph representations Gsub(C) and Gsub(qi, ai) established, we must now consider how
these discrete elements can be synthesized to reflect the complex interplay between the context and the QA pairs.
The integration of these subgraphs is pivotal in capturing the nuanced relationships that inform the relevance and
interestingness of the QA pairs within their respective contexts. The ensuing step in our methodology, therefore,
focuses on merging these subgraphs into a cohesive structure that embodies the full spectrum of informational
relationships.

Given the subgraph representations Gsub(C) for the context and Gsub(qi, ai) for a QA pair, we merge them
into a comprehensive subgraph Gmerged, which includes paths connecting nodes from Gsub(C) to Gsub(qi, ai).
We use A⇤ to represent the transitive closure of the adjacency matrix A we defined in (4). This process forms a
unified representation that encapsulates the context, the QA pair, and the semantic links between them.

Gmerged(Gsub(C), Gsub(qi, ai)) = (VC[Vqi,ai , LC[Lqi,ai[(vc, vq) | vc 2 VC , vq 2 Vqi,ai , A
⇤(vc, vq) > 0) (7)

Utilizing Equations 5, 6, and 7, we derive the subgraph representations for both context and QA pairs. These
representations are subsequently employed in our path analysis.

3.3.4 Path Analysis

Based on the subgraph representation of context and QA pairs, we introduce an interpretable algorithm designed
for path analysis. The algorithm classifies paths into three distinct categories. It identifies trivial paths where
the start and end nodes are the same, reflecting direct, uncomplicated connections, and adjusts their scores
using the � parameter. For paths introducing new or uncommon connections, the algorithm recognizes these as
novelty-inducing, incrementing their score based on the presence of nodes outside the typical context and QA
sets, a process guided by the ↵ parameter. Additionally, it accounts for hub-influenced paths by detecting nodes
with high connectivity, adjusting the score to reflect the influence of these central hubs through the � parameter.
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Algorithm 1: Path Analysis
Require: Gmerged, A⇤, VC , Vq,a, ↵, �, �, ✓

1: for v 2 VC do
2: Initialize pathScore 0
3: for u 2 Vq,a do
4: if A⇤(v, u) > 0 then
5: for all p 2 P(v, u) do
6: Initialize scoreR, score↵, score�  0
7: if v = u then
8: scoreR  scoreR + �
9: end if

10: for w 2 p do
11: if w /2 VC [ Vq,a then
12: score↵  score↵ + ↵
13: end if
14: if degree(w,Gmerged) � ✓ then
15: score�  score� � �
16: end if
17: end for
18: pathScore 

pathScore+ scoreR + score↵ + score�
19: end for
20: end if
21: end for
22: end forpathScore =0

Algorithm 2: Greedy Question-Answer Selec-
tion

Require: Set of QAs Q, Score function s(q), Context
entities C(q)

1: Initialize S  ;
2: Initialize TotalScore 0
3: Initialize CoveredEntities ;
4: while Q 6= ; do
5: bestQA null
6: bestIncrement 0
7: for all qa 2 Q do
8: newEntities C(qa)� CoveredEntities
9: if newEntities 6= ; then

10: increment s(qa)⇥ |newEntities|
|C(qa)|

11: if increment > bestIncrement then
12: bestIncrement increment
13: bestQA qa
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: if bestQA = null then
18: break
19: end if
20: S  S [ {bestQA}
21: TotalScore TotalScore + s(bestQA)
22: CoveredEntities 

CoveredEntities [ C(bestQA)
23: Q Q� {bestQA} S , TotalScore
24: end while=0

This scoring system, grounded in clear criteria, provides an interpretable and methodical way to analyze the
dynamics of paths within our context and QA pair framework.

This algorithm, shown in Algo.1, determines the path score for each context and corresponding QA pair.
The derived path score can be directly employed to re-rank QA candidates or further refined through a subgraph
optimization step.

3.3.5 Subgraph Optimization

Having demonstrated the path analysis algorithm to evaluate individual context and QA pairs, we now shift
our focus to the overarching goal in text enrichment tasks: selecting an optimal set of QA pairs for a given
context. This necessitates not only evaluating individual pairs but also ensuring that the chosen set of QA pairs is
sufficiently diverse.

To effectively evaluate the question-answer (QA) pairs in relation to a given context, we propose an optimiza-
tion model aimed at maximizing the coverage of context entities, each weighted by its relevance score. This
model is designed to identify the most informative and relevant QA pairs by considering the scores of context
entities they relate to.

Let C be the set of all contexts, Q be the set of QA pairs, and C(qa) to denote the context entities covered by
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the QA pair. The objective is to select a subset of QA pairs S ✓ Q such that the sum of scores of the covered
context entities is maximized.The optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

Maximize
X

qa2S

X

c2C(qa)

PathScore(c, qa)

subject to S ✓ Q
(8)

A greedy algorithm is utilized for this optimization. At each step, it selects the QA pair that contributes the
highest score to the uncovered context entities in the current set S. This method maximizes the total score at each
step, effectively ensuring a diverse coverage of context entities, rather than solely focusing on their individual
relevance scores.

This is subject to the condition that S encompasses a broad range of context entities, as represented by:

Coverage(S) =
[

qa2S
C(qa) (9)

Eq9 is deemed submodular, reflecting the principle of diminishing returns. For any two sets A ✓ B ✓ Q and
an element q0 2 Q \ B, we have:

f(A [ {q0})� f(A) � f(B [ {q0})� f(B) (10)

This condition ensures that the incremental benefit of adding a QA pair to the subset decreases as the subset
becomes larger, thereby reflecting the overlap in context entity coverage among the selected QA pairs. This
property is crucial for maintaining diversity in the selected subset of QA pairs. This approach is especially
advantageous in large-scale problems where precise optimization is not feasible. The algorithm provides a
practical and near-optimal solution by balancing the coverage of diverse context entities.

4 QALinkPlus in Personal Document Enrichment and Personalized QA Pairs

The relationship between personal data management and personalization is characterized by a fundamental tension:
personal data management focuses on safeguarding user privacy and implementing measures to protect personal
information, while personalization relies on accessing and utilizing this data to create tailored experiences for users.
Recognizing this, QALinkPlus innovatively addresses this tension. Unlike typical deep learning models that risk
privacy leaks by retaining training data details, our approach achieves personalization post-training, particularly
during the re-ranking phase, without relying on deep neural networks or requiring the uploading of personal
data, thus enhancing privacy. This section delves into its application in two specific areas: personal document
enrichment and personalized QA pairs, showcasing the framework’s capability to achieve personalization while
protecting users’ privacy.

Our framework’s approach to personal document enrichment stands in stark contrast to traditional deep
learning-based personalization methods. Unlike these methods that typically depend on training with large
datasets, including sensitive personal documents, and often involve uploading this data to remote servers, our
framework employs a graph-based algorithm for personalization during the re-ranking phase, processing and
personalizing content within a user-controlled environment, reducing the reliance on training with sensitive data.
As a result, our approach could maintain the confidentiality of personal documents, which contributes to personal
data management and data personalization in the context of text enrichment.

Furthermore, our framework has the capability to offer personalized QA pairs by adjusting hyperparameters or
applying weights to particular entities that align with user interests. This form of personalization caters to various
application scenarios, enhancing user engagement and experience. For instance, within the framework, users
have the flexibility to modify parameters like the ↵ value to influence the novelty of enrichment contents. This
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could be particularly useful in different contexts — for example, opting for a larger ↵ when reading for leisure
to explore a wider range of topics, or choosing a smaller ↵ when seeking specific information in professional
documents. Such customization allows users to tailor their experience to their current needs and preferences,
showcasing the adaptability of the framework in providing relevant and personalized content.

5 Experiments

5.1 Entity Diversity and Coverage

In this experiment, we aim to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in modeling the novelty aspect of
interestingness, focusing on the impact of our algorithm on the quality of question-answer (QA) selections.
Central to our investigation is the analysis of how the algorithm affects the coverage and diversity of context
entities within the selected QAs. By implementing a series of carefully crafted metrics, we seek to quantify the
degree to which our method expands the scope of covered entities and enhances the diversity in the QA pairs.
This analysis is pivotal in assessing the practical impact of our optimization strategy in real-world QA systems,
where the depth and variety of presented information are key to user satisfaction and engagement. Through a
comparative evaluation of the original and optimized QA sets, this study aims to highlight the concrete advantages
of our algorithm in improving the selection process, particularly in terms of introducing novelty and enriching the
content’s interestingness.

Dataset In this experiment, we utilized four prominent datasets, randomly sampling 100 documents from each
for context. We worked with 316,034 QA pairs across all datasets, leading to the comparison of more than one
hundred million query-candidate pairs in total.

• Natural Questions (NQ)[15] Curated by Google, this dataset is a cornerstone in open-domain QA research,
featuring over 300,000 real user queries paired with relevant Wikipedia articles. NQ emphasizes realistic
scenarios, requiring systems to navigate diverse sources for answering user queries.

• TriviaQA This dataset presents a realistic text-based QA challenge with 950,000 question-answer pairs
from 662,000 documents sourced from Wikipedia and the web. TriviaQA’s complexity lies in its long
contexts and the need for models to go beyond span prediction for answers.

• Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD)[18] SQuAD includes over 100,000 question-answer
pairs based on Wikipedia articles. Its uniqueness stems from the format of answers, which can be any
sequence of tokens from the text, and the inclusion of both answerable and unanswerable questions in its
latest version.

• NarrativeQA[13] NarrativeQA is designed to test reading comprehension on long documents, with a focus
on narrative-style content. It includes Wikipedia summaries, links to full stories, and diverse question types,
offering a comprehensive challenge for QA models.

Evaluation Metrics In our analysis, we employed three key metrics to evaluate and compare the original and
re-ranked question-answer (QA) sets across various datasets.

• Total Unique Context Entity Coverage This metric measures the cumulative number of unique context
entities covered by the QAs in a dataset. It provides insight into the breadth of information encompassed
by the QA pairs, highlighting the algorithm’s ability to capture a wide range of relevant topics and details.• Average Context Entity Coverage per QA This metric calculates the average number of unique context
entities covered by each individual QA. It offers a more granular view of the coverage, focusing on the
depth and richness of information each QA contributes to the overall dataset.
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• Entropy (Entity Coverage Diversity) Entropy is used to assess the diversity of context entity coverage
among the QAs. A higher entropy value indicates a more evenly distributed coverage across different
entities, suggesting a greater variety in the types of information addressed by the QAs.

Table 7: Comparison of Original, ReRanked, and Optimized Results Across Datasets. The table showcases
metrics including Total Unique Coverage (TUC), Average Coverage per QA (ACPQ), and Entropy. Here, �
denotes the improvement of optimized results compared to the original and re-ranked results.

Dataset Metric Original ReRanked Optimized �Original (%) �ReRanked (%)

NarrativeQA
TUC 2.52 5.25 6.89 +173.66 +31.26
ACPQ 1.38 2.43 2.87 +107.52 +18.38
ENTROPY 0.75 1.81 2.26 +199.51 +24.44

Squad
TUC 2.71 4.62 5.63 +108.15 +21.97
ACPQ 1.38 2.53 2.87 +108.33 +13.05
ENTROPY 1.08 1.85 2.13 +97.65 +14.59

TriviaQA
TUC 7.65 11.40 14.28 +86.65 +25.26
ACPA 1.91 2.94 3.56 +86.18 +20.98
ENTROPY 2.08 2.96 3.36 +61.62 +13.30

Natural Questions
TUC 18.03 17.80 21.55 +19.50 +21.05
ACPQ 6.14 6.36 7.18 +16.91 +12.98
ENTROPY 3.42 3.51 3.83 +12.09 +9.11

The results of diversity and coverage comparison, illustrated in the Fig20, distinctly showcase the efficacy of
our re-ranking method in enhancing the novelty aspect of interestingness. Across various datasets, the re-ranked
sets consistently outperform the original ones in Total Unique Context Entity Coverage and Average Context
Entity Coverage per QA, indicating a broader and more diverse range of context entities being addressed. While
the Entropy metric remains stable, suggesting a balanced distribution of entities, the overall increase in coverage
metrics confirms that our approach successfully selects more novel question-answer pairs, aligning with our
objective of providing novel contents in text enrichment tasks.

The comparative analysis of the results pre- and post-subgraph optimization is presented in Table 7. It is
evident that the performance significantly improves with the optimized results compared to the original outcomes
derived from direct dense retrieval, and it also surpasses the direct reranked results based on our path analysis.
This substantiates the effectiveness of our optimization method in procuring a set of QA pairs that is not only
diverse but also offers an enhanced collective quality over focusing solely on individual pairs.

5.2 Assessing the Impact of Re-ranking on Superficial QA Reduction

This experiment aims to assess our approach’s effectiveness in capturing the complexity aspect of interestingness.
Utilizing Algo.1, we assign scores to QA pairs based on criteria from path analysis, then re-rank QAs initially
retrieved by a standard dense retrieval framework. We hypothesize that our approach, which enhances complexity
and novelty, will reduce the prevalence of superficial QAs in the top results. This hypothesis will be tested by
comparing the superficial QA distribution in both the original and re-ranked lists.

We employ the Natural Questions dataset [15] for its categorization of short-answer questions, often consid-
ered superficial compared to the complex and deep ‘interestingness’ QAs our research targets. Our evaluation
metric is the percentage of superficial QAs in the top n results, where a QA is labeled superficial if it’s answerable
with a short response, which is usually one or two words.
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The results, depicted in Fig.21, demonstrate a notable decrease, more than 10% at the beginning, in the
prevalence of superficial QA pairs within the re-ranked results, with the re-ranking line consistently positioned
below that of the original. This trend indicates that our path analysis algorithm has effectively prioritized QAs
of greater complexity. Initially, the original results exhibit a high percentage of superficial QAs, aligning with
findings from [20]. The tendency to favor frequently occurring entities often results in the initial selection of less
complex QA pairs. As n increases, the percentage of superficial QAs in the re-ranked results gradually rises,
while it decreases in the original dense retrieval results. This pattern can be attributed to the limited availability of
non-superficial QAs in certain contexts, exemplified by the ‘Harry Potter’ case discussed in Sec.1.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we tackled the challenge of enhancing text enrichment using QA datasets like Natural Questions
and SQuAD through an innovative approach involving the creation of an extensive entity co-occurrence graph,
from which context-specific subgraphs were derived. This led to a rule-based path analysis and a novel scoring
system, assessing each QA pair’s relevance and engagement value, thus enriching the reader’s experience.
Additionally, our framework discusses aspects of personal data management and personalization, suggesting
ways to align personalized content with individual privacy needs. Our methodology’s effectiveness was evident
in two key experiments: Experiment 5.1 highlighted our re-ranking method’s ability to enhance novelty, as
shown by improved coverage metrics, and Experiment 5.2 demonstrated a significant reduction in superficial
QAs, emphasizing the prioritization of more complex, contextually relevant content. These results underscore
our approach’s potential to fill knowledge gaps and captivate readers, marking a significant step forward in text
enrichment using QA datasets.
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Figure 20: Coverage and Diversity Comparison
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Figure 21: Percentage of Superficial QAs in Natural Questions
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